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ERRATA IMPLEMENTED 

interRAI Home Care (HC) 9.1  
This list includes changes published through Aug, 2010 

                        
Edition interRAI Standard Edition 
Version # and  
Publication Dates 

9.1     May 2009 
9.1.1 (edited but not published) 
9.1.2  August 2010 

 
All changes listed here were reviewed and approved by the ISD or their assigns and have been implemented  
and were published in latest version as noted below.  
Page numbers refer to published Manual. 
Yellow highlight indicates SUBSTANTIVE EDITORIAL change or correction. 

 
FORM                          

Page Item # Change Made Rationale Impl. in Version #i 

All 
pages 

footer Was only on first page:  

left:   © interRAI 1994, 1996, 1997, 
1999, 2002, 2005, 2006, 2009 (9.1) 
[UPDATED MDS-HC 2.0] 
www.interRAI.org 

right:  ISBN: 978-1-936065-01-1 

Changed to this, and put on all pages 
of form: 

left:   © interRAI 1994-2009 (9.1.2) 
[UPDATED MDS-HC 2.0] 
www.interRAI.org 

center:  Reproduction prohibited. 
Purchase interRAI forms at 
catalog.interRAI.org 

right:  ISBN: 978-1-936065-01-1 

style 9.1.2 
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1 A1 added periods after “Jr./Sr.” style 9.1.2 

1 A2 removed periods after score codes 
“1” and “2” and made boldface 

style 9.1.2 

1 A6 added “[EXAMPLE—USA]”  

BF’s Crosswalk Matrix lists it as 
Country Specific, and it is flagged such 
in other instruments. 

crosswalk matrix 9.1.2 

1 A12, 
A13a 

in typeset file, corrected spacing 
between score numbers and first 
word of each line  

style 9.1.2 

1 A13a,b,c in typeset file, corrected indent 
alignment of scoring numbers 

style 9.1.2 

1 A14 changed “to” to “–“ ndash, for 
inclusive numbers range, for code 
1,2,3   

style 9.1.2 

1 B2 changed formatting of subheads to 
initial caps and italics “Ethnicity” and 
formatting of “Race” 

style 9.1.2 

2 C3 added comma after “family” to be 
“...staff, family, or others...” 

style 9.1.2 

2 D1 changed “non-verbal” to “nonverbal” 

this was accepted as spelling in (without 
the hyphen) in the HC 9.1 manual, and 
later when working on LTCF this was 
accepted as standard spelling  and 
implemented during production of LTCF 

spelling 

per LTCF 9.1 

9.1.2 

2 E1c changed “non-verbal” to “nonverbal” 

per standard spelling accepted and 
implemented during production of LTCF 

spelling 

per LTCF 9.1 

9.1.2 

2 E1e inserted character space before and 
after slash in “complaints / concerns” 
and “attention / reassurance” 

spacing style before and after slashes is 
used throughout the rest of the form, so 
we want to make it consistent by 

style 9.1.2 
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changing here. 

2 E1k changed “non-verbal” to “nonverbal” 

per standard spelling accepted and 
implemented during production of LTCF 

spelling 9.1.2 

3 E3 changed capitalization of “Not 
Present” to “Not present” 

style 9.1.2 

3 F1 changed “to” to “–“ ndash in “8–30” 
and “4–7” 

style 9.1.2 

3 F1c in typesetting file, removed line break 
on “mem-“ so “member” is on one 
line 

style 9.1.2 

3 F5 added space before and after slash in 
“license / car” 

style 9.1.2 

3 G1 added boldface to scoring words 
before mdash, e.g. “0
 Independent—No help, 
setup, or supervision” 

style  9.1.2 

3 G2 removed extra character space in 
score 5 before and after mdashes 
“...helpers—OR—Weight...” 

but all other mdashes are formatted 
w/o space before and after, so it’s 
changed here for consistency 

style 

 

9.1.2 

4 G3a changed “Bedbound” to “Bed-bound” 

during production of LTCF we noted in 
email to JNM: “during ms. review -- and 
you approved  "bed-bound" with a 
hyphen, as it is that way in the style sheet 
(and in the manual, both HC and LTCF). 
"Bedbound" with no hyphen does not 
appear in the  dictionary, which indicates 
that it is not a word. We will change the 
HC form to  "bed-bound" at next reprint. 

spelling 

 

9.1.2 

4 G4,5,7 in typesetting file, fixed  alignment of 
heads 

style 9.1.2 
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4 G4b added space before and after slash in 
“he / she” 

style 9.1.2 

4 G6 changed code for “Uncertain” from 
“3” to “8” 

Editorial error  9.1.2 

4 H3 in typesetting file, fix  alignment of 
head 

style 9.1.2 

4 I1 changed case of subheads to initial 
caps “Musculoskeletal” and 
“Neurological”; in typesetting file 
adjusted horizontal alignment of 
“Neurological” 

style 9.1.2 

5 I1 changed case of subheads to initial 
caps “Cardiac or Pulmonary” ” 
Psychiatric” ” Infections” “Other”; in 
typesetting file adjusted horizontal 
alignment of all four 

style 9.1.2 

5 12 in typesetting file, fixed vertical 
alignment of head 

style 9.1.2 

5 J3 changed case of seven subheads to 
initial caps; in typesetting file 
adjusted horizontal alignment of all 
seven 

style 9.1.2 

6 K lowercased “and” in “Oral and 
Nutritional Status” 

style 9.1.2 

6 K1b (Weight) added another response box 
(to be 3 boxes total) 

correction 9.1.2 

6 K2b added space before and after greater 
than sign in “ratio > 25” 

style 9.1.2 

6 K3,K4 in typesetting file, fixed alignment of 
head 

style 9.1.2 

6 L4 added hyphenation to “...2nd- or 3rd- 
degree burns...” 

style 9.1.2 

6 L7 changed “hammer toes” to one word spelling 9.1.2 
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“hammertoes” 

6 M1b (Dose) added period after “(0.X 
mg).” 

punctuation 9.1.2 

6 M1c (Unit) changed initial capitalization 
of words in parenthesis to lower case 

style 9.1.2 

6 M1d (ROA) changed initial capitalization 
of words in parenthesis to lower case 

style 9.1.2 

7 M1e (Freq) changed initial capitalization 
of words in parenthesis to lower case 

style 9.1.2 

7 N1 in typesetting file, fixed alignment of 
head 

style 9.1.2 

7 N2 changed case of subheads to initial 
caps “Treatments” and “Programs” 

style 9.1.2 

7 N3 add space before and after slash in 
“care / treatment” 

style 9.1.2 

8 P1(after 
P1b) 

changed case of subhead to initial 
caps “Areas of Informal Help During 
Last 3 Days” 

style 9.1.2 

8 P1(after 
P1b) 

deleted extra pair of helper boxes correction 9.1.2 

8 P1c changed formatting to boldface style 9.1.2 

8 P1d changed formatting to boldface style 9.1.2 

8 P2 in typesetting file, fixed alignment of 
head 

style 9.1.2 

8 P3 (Hours of Informal Care) added 2 
more response boxes (to be 3 boxes 
total) 

correction 9.1.2 

8 R5 changed “to” to ndash “–“ in 3 places style 9.1.2 

8 S2 changed “AT TIME OF ASSESSMENT” 
to “AFTER DISCHARGE” 

clarification 9.1.2 
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MANUAL 
Page Item # Change Made Rationale Impl. in Version # 

ii Copyright added language to copyright 
statement 
added line with version number  
“9.1.2 interRAI Standard Edition”  
added Library of Congress CIP data 
added credit for OBS 
added version number to citation 

style 9.1.2 

iii Ackns. corrected to “the Institute for Aging 
Research (IFAR) at Hebrew 
SeniorLife in Boston” 
moved up above disclaimer “For 
information or comments...” 
added Licensing paragraph 

style based on CHA 
9.1 

9.1.2 

iv C-S About the Country-Specific 
Examples 

new page & text inserted (replaces 
blank) 

style 9.1.2 

3 intro corrected font weight of box title 
“Basic Principles of the interRAI HC 
Assessment Process” 

style 9.1.2 

4 intro corrected font weight of box title 
“Initiating the interRAI HC 
Assessment Process” 

style 9.1.2 

10 A5b changed “or” to “nor” in “...neither 
a Medicare nor railroad...” 

grammar based on 
LTCF 9.1 

9.1.2 

10 A6 added “[Country Specific]” per crosswalk matrix 9.1.2 

14 A12 code 4. Mental health residence, 
changed “e.g.” to “For example” 

style based on CHA 
9.1 

9.1.2 

17 B1 changed “were” to “was” in “If the 
person were transferred...” 

grammar based on 
CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

17 B2 changed “their” to “the person’s” in 
“...best describes the person’s 
race...” 

style based on CHA 
9.1 

9.1.2 

36 F2 changed “desire” to “desires” in grammar based on 9.1.2 
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“...desires more social interaction...” CHA 9.1 

41 G1 Box, “Additional Examples of How to 
Code IADLs” example 3, column 
Capacity Category, changed “Ms. D’s 
to “Ms. A’s” in “...Ms. A’s 
performance and capacity.” 

Editorial Error based 
on CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

45 G3a added “indoors” to head “Primary 
mode of locomotion indoors” 

Editorial clarification 
based on CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

45 G3a intent, added “indoors” to “...used 
over the last 3 days indoors.” 

Editorial clarification 
based on CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

45 G3a coding; changed “3. Bedbound” to 
“3. Bed-bound” 

11/2 during production of LTCF we 
noted in email to JNM: “during ms. 
review -- and you approved  "bed-
bound" with a hyphen, as ... 
"Bedbound" with no hyphen does 
not appear in the  dictionary, which 
indicates that it is not a word. We 
will change the HC  form to  "bed-
bound" at next reprint. 

spelling  9.1.2 

48 G5 corrected punctuation “;” to “.” in 
“...the person’s own opinion.” 

punctuation based on 
CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

48 G6 changed code for “Uncertain” from 
“3” to “8” 

Editorial error 9.1.2 

55 I1a changed “past” to “last” in “...during 
the last 30 days...” 

style based on CHA 
9.1 

9.1.2 

59 J2 coding; changed “less” to “more” in 
“...or if more than 30 days have 
passed...” 

Editorial error based 
on CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

59 J2 coding; changed “more” to “fewer” 
in “...follow-up assessment 30 or 
fewer days...” 

Editorial error based 
on CHA 9.1 

9.1.2 

64 & J6a reduced head to just “Frequency style based on PC 9.1 9.1.2 
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65 with which person complains or 
shows evidence of pain” 

64 & 
65 

J6a moved remainder of header text 
into new “Definition” and modified 
to match PC 
was “--Including grimacing, teeth 
clenching, moaning, withdrawal 
when touched, or other nonverbal 
signs suggesting pain.” 
now is “Definition Measures 
how often the person experiences 
pain (reports or shows evidence of 
pain); includes grimacing, teeth 
clenching, moaning, withdrawal 
when touched, and other nonverbal 
signs suggesting pain.” 

style based on PC 9.1 9.1.2 

64 & 
65 

J6b reduced head to just “Intensity of 
highest level of pain present” 

moved remainder of header text 
into new “Definition” and added 
word “Measures” at beginning of 
definition 

style based on PC 9.1 9.1.2 

64 & 
65 

J6c reduced head to just “Consistency of 
pain”   

 moved remainder of header text 
into new “Definition”. 

style based on PC 9.1 9.1.2 

64 & 
65  

J6d reduced head to just “Breakthrough 
pain”   

 moved remainder of header text 
into new “Definition”. 

style based on PC 9.1 9.1.2 

64 & 
65  

J6e reduced head to just “Pain control”  
move remainder of header text into 
new “Definition”. 

style based on PC 9.1 9.1.2 

79-86 M1c “Unit” capitalization of 
abbreviations changed to match HC 
form (9.0) 

style 9.1.2 
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79-86 M1d “Route of Administration” 
capitalization of abbreviations 
changed to match HC form (9.0); 
restored “EYE (Eye)” 

OBS went back and forth with 
interRAI on the capitalization of 
abbreviations while working on HC. 
We were told it’s ok to make 
changes in Manual, but not in Form. 
The copyeditor did her best to make 
the abbreviations in the manual 
correct and consistent, based on the 
approved medical reference, but 
then was not authorized to make the 
same changes in the form. But for 
these abbreviations, it’s very 
confusing to have them end up 
different in Manual than the Form. 
In the other publications, the form 
and manual match, so we are 
modifying here the HC manual to 
match the HC form. 

style 9.1.2 

79-86 M1e “Frequency” capitalization of 
abbreviations  

style changed to 
match HC form (9.0) 

9.1.2 

81 Box Box, Example of How to Code 
Frequency and PRN 

- changed “August 14” to “August 
11”; changed “August 16” to 
“August 13” 

style based on CHA 
9.1, to make 
consistent with other 
examples 

9.1.2 

82 M1G National Drug Code, changed 
“...twenty-one NDC codes...” to 
“...approximately 175 NDC codes...” 

Editorial error 9.1.2 

103 R2 Coding, changed “3” to “2” in “...if 
the score is “2”, complete the 
remainder...” 

Editorial error 9.1.2 
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